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Summary :


Don’t know how to convert PNG images to PDF on Windows. Don’t worry, we got you covered. This page covers detailed guides for 3 free and easy methods to convert PNG to PDF on Windows 10, online or offline. 
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Changing or printing your PNG images into PDF documents (which is ideal for sharing, electronic submission, and remote collaborations) is a fairly common practice in business fields. If drawing support from OCR technology, on the other hand, it’s even possible to turn PNG-based texts into selectable, searchable, and editable PDF/Word documents.

This guide outlines 3 viable and effective methods to convert PNG to PDF on Windows 10 computers, online and offline, without needing any paid services.

👉 To get started, get PDFgear, the best free image-to-PDF converter software.

How to Convert PNG to PDF in Bulk for Free

As mentioned, what it takes for PDFger Online PNG to PDF converter to work is a web browser and an internet connection, while the latter could be a scarcity in many cases. This part is to help solve problems for people without access to Wi-Fi, those who are out on a business trip carrying a Windows 10 laptop, for instance.



Free Image to PDF Converter

PDFgear allows you to convert and combine multiple images into a multi-page PDF for free.



Free Download



To get started with the task, I always prefer to go with the easiest option. Allow me to introduce: PDFgear PDF Editor, the all-in-one PDF management toolkit for PDF conversion, PDF compression, PDF editing, PDF rearrangement, PDF annotation, etc. Unlike other PDF software, all features of PDFgear are free to use without any restrictions.

The following illustrated tutorial reveals the 3 simple steps to convert PNG to PDF on Windows offline, using PDFgear.

Step 1. Download PDFgear for Free

Compatible with Windows and Mac, PDFgear is clean and ad-free. Please feel free to click the button below to download and install PDFgear on your device.

Step 2. Upload PNG Images

Find and open the Image to PDF Converter on the main interface, and click the Add Files button on the top left corner to upload your PNG images. Long press the Ctrl button and use your mouse to select multiple images to upload into the converter.
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At the bottom of the converter window, preset the output file location and customize the page settings.

Step 3. Batch Convert PNG to PDF

Click the Convert button when everything is ready, then PDFgear will automatically process and convert your PNG image to a PDF document. No further actions are needed to be taken.
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When the conversion is finished, the converted PDF file will open in File Explorer. It’s as simple as that!

Convert Multiple PNGs to a PDF Online Free

In many cases, you may need to merge multiple PNGs and convert them to one multi-page PDF document, while each PNG image is used as a single page of the output PDF document. When you come across this situation, it’s also recommended to use the PDFgear Online PNG to PDF Converter tool.

PDFgear offers the best free online PNG to PDF converter tool, it’s easy to use and practical. It’s safe, registration-free, and unlimited. No installation is required, what you need is solely a web browser and an internet connection.

To merge multiple PNG images into one PDF document, follow the step-by-step guide below.

Step 1. Upload PNG to PDFgear

Open a web browser application on your Windows 10 computer, and navigate to the PDFgear PNG to PDF Converter tool. Hit the “Select PNG pics” button, and select to upload multiple PNG images by the order you intend to display them in the output PDF.
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Step 2. Convert PNG to PDF Using PDFgear

Make sure you haven’t missed any PNG images and hit the Convert button, and PDFgear works its magic.
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Step 3. Download the Converted PDF

PDFgear will quickly convert all PNG images into a PDF document. When the PNG to PDF conversion is automatically completed, hit the Download button to download the multi-page PDF.
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Alternatively, the PDFgear Online PDF Merger tool can also be a good working option for your business, if you are in need of merging/rearranging PDF documents converted from images.

Print PNG to PDF on Windows 10

To convert PNG to PDF on Windows 10 offline, the last method is to use the Windows inbuilt feature: Microsoft Print to PDF. The virtual Printer inside Windows 10 enables you to print practically any image format into a PDF document.

Learn from the steps below about how to print PNG to PDF using the Microsoft Print to PDF feature.

Step 1. Locate the PNG you intend to print on your Windows computer.

Step 2. Right-click on the PNG image and select Print.
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Step 3. From the pop-up Print Picture settings windows, customize the printing manner, such as Paper Size, Quality, Copies, etc.

Step 4. When ready, hit the lower-right Print button.

Step 5. Define the Save as type as PDF from the Save Print Output As window, and hit Save. And now you have successfully printed PNG to PDF!
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FAQs

How to Convert PNG to PDF on Windows 11?

To convert PNG to PDF on Windows 11 free and easy, the most recommended method is using the PDFgear online PNG to PDF converter.  It helps transform PNG to PDF in a simple drag-and-drop manner.

How to Convert PNG to PDF on Windows 7?

If you’re using a Windows 7 computer, then the method using Microsoft Photos will no longer be helpful. In that case, you should go with the PDFgear online PNG to PDF converter tool. It’s free and easy to use, and no registration is required.

Is PDFgear Really Free?

Yes, PDFgear is completely free to use, there’s no hidden cost or premium versions. And unlike any other PDF converter/compressor tools, PDFgear doesn’t even require registration!

Is PDFgear Safe?

PDFgear is a completely safe and clean service. PDFgear is TSL encrypted and PDFgear does not save your files. Upload files will be permanently deleted once the browser is shut down.

How to Convert PNG to PDF on Windows 10?

To convert PNG to PDF on Windows 10, you need to first transfer your PNG photos to Windows 10. Then navigate to pdfgear.com, drag and drop the PNG images, and download the converted PDF document.

Which Operating Systems are Supported?

PDFgear is a cross-platform PDF compressor that allows you to compress PDF files on Windows 10, Windows 11, Mac, Linux, Chromebook, laptops, and mobile phones.

Does PDFgear Work on Mobile Phones?

Yes, PDFgear is a cross-platform online service that works on Windows, macOS, Linux, Android phones, and iOS phones. On your mobile phone, you can access PDFgear from: pdfgear.com and convert/compress your PDF documents with ease!

Which File Types are Supported?

PDFgear supports a wide scope of input and output document/image formats including PDF, Word, Excel, PPT, JPG, PNG, etc.

Do I Keep the Original PNG Image?

Yes, when converting PNG to PDF with PDFgear, your original PNG file stays intact, and you get to keep the original file.





Wrap-up

So, that’ll be all about how to easily convert PNG to PDF on Windows 10 for free, and the introduced methods work with the latest Windows 11 as well. And if you’re also running a Mac or Linux computer, the recommended free online tool PDFgear can also be helpful on these operating systems.

Since people are changing images to documents for their businesses on a daily basis, if you take a look at your mobile phone, you’ll find there’re various ways of transforming PNG to PDF provided on mobile devices as well. By using the Google Photos app on Android phones, and the Photos app on iPhones and iPads, it’s also quite easy to print your PNG from album to PDF.
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